
Professional-Grade Heat Shields

During prolonged use, The Insurance Pad is the ultimate heat shield.  Use wet or dry,
where higher-temperature protection and prolonged use is required. The Insurance Pad
delivers protection in excess of 25000F, an incredible improvement over ceramic and
fiberglass heat shields on the market.
     The Insurance Pad® is a fibrous-felt heat shield with the safest specs in the industry.
Its MSDS sheet says it all... “No harmful Ingredients”.  Contrast this with the grave
warnings about aluminum-backed silica felt or woven ceramic products.
    Repeated use of The Insurance Pad actually increases its heat resistance. Fibers in
this heat shield take on graphite qualities when exposed to flame, increasing its heat
resistance. Attractive point-of-sale packaging builds sales, plus zip-lock bag (9" x 12"
size only) provides added protection when not in use!

Torch-Guard® Heat Shield Heat Resistance up to 25000F!

Professional contractors and do-it-yourselfers appreciate the flame resistance and liability protection
provided by Torch-Guard.  It’s asbestos-free (OSHA’s Material Safety Data Sheet on Torch-Guard is
available) and features high-strength needle-punched carbon fiber that stands up to heat while other
materials peel, flake and break down.
     Ideal for confined working areas, Torch-Guard is very flexible, easy to work with and provides heat
resistance up to, but not exceeding 25000F.

Torch-Guard - Drummer award winner for
outstanding packaging.

HS-3/04

These new Mill-Rose products are manufactured with the same high-strength, asbestos-free yarns as our Torch-Guard Heat Shields.
     Application: Uses include pipe lagging or wrapping, insulation wrap, safety blankets,
welding, brazing and soldering curtains, protection shields, valve corners,  flue ducts,
water and steam line insulation, entrance curtains for continuous ovens, boiler and stove
gaskets, expansion joints, flange gaskets and similar high temperature applications.
     Curtains have grommets (7/16" I.D.) on one side with 24" centers.  Tolerance + 3" on
blankets and curtains.  Additional sizes available.

Blankets and Curtains Heat resistance up to 25000F!
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71032   9" x 12" Shield 10 1.2 lbs.
71034 12" x 12" Shield 10 1.5 lbs.

 Cat. #     Description.           Std. Pkg.   Wgt. Pkg.

71036  6" x 9" Ins. Pad 10 .8 lbs.
71038 9" x 12" Ins. Pad 10 1.8 lbs.

 Cat. #     Description.           Std. Pkg.   Wgt. Pkg.

72010   3' x 3' Blanket 1 2.5 lbs.
72012   6' x 6' Blanket 1 10.0 lbs.
72016 8' x 10' Blanket 1 22.2 lbs.
72020   6' x 6' Curtain 1 10.2 lbs.
72022 8' x 10' Curtain 1 22.4 lbs.

 Cat. #         Description.       Std. Pkg.   Wgt. Pkg.

The Safest, Most Dependable Heat Shield on the Market.  Rated in excess
of 25000F!

Shield studs, walls, floors and other surfaces from flames,
sparks and molten splash during soldering

and brazing operations!

The Insurance Pad®


